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EVENTS ARE HEATING UP 
Life was fairly simple when I came back to Christ in 1965. 
 I had a black and white television, a radio, and a telephone.  
 There was no TSA screening at the airports. There weren’t even metal detectors! 

It was possible to walk all the way to the ramp where people arrived from an 
airplane.  

 If you went to a courthouse, federal, or state buildings, there were no checkpoints 
or security checks. You simply walked in and no one asked if you had a weapon.  

 There were no bar codes on the items in the stores. Every item had a price tag 
which the cashier had to manually enter at the cash register.  

 Opening a checking account was as simple as providing a name, address, and a 
telephone number. It wasn’t necessary to show ID.  

I started to preach about the Antichrist system in the early 1970’s. It was obvious that 
what the Bible was describing in terms of technology would have to occur sometime in 
the far future. 

THE SLIPPERY SLOPE 
The barcode came into being in 1973 with the Uniform Grocery Product Code. All 
products had to be marked with the barcode and retailers rushed to implement the 
system which would speed up the checkout time.  
The barcode was convenient for the retail stores. They saved a lot of money by 
eliminating the clerks who had previously been applying price tags to every product. It 
was suddenly faster to go through a checkout stand, but many Christian pastors began 
talking about how the barcode might be the beginning of the infamous Mark of the 
Beast. 
By 1969 it was common in cities to access television programming through a coaxial 
cable system. By 1976, the cable providers had begun to use satellites for transmission 
and a number of people purchased large diameter satellite dishes that sat on the 
ground. 
We were introduced to the personal computer (PC) in 1977, but it was not until the mid-
1990’s that the microprocessors began to get faster and more powerful. The electric 
typewriter was rapidly discarded and an entire industry built on typewriters vanished. 
The pager was introduced in 1962 and became widely used in the 1980’s. This little 
device allowed you to be notified that someone wanted to connect with you. The sender 
would dial a phone number associated with the pager and the end user received an 
alphanumeric message. They would then seek out a telephone to call the number listed 
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on the pager. It is mostly used by doctors today and fell out of favor in 2001 with the 
proliferation of cell phones.   
The Intel corporation introduced its first microchip in 1971. It is common for animals to 
be microchipped today, allowing them to be tracked remotely should they go missing. 
The trend is also spreading toward humans for the purpose of tracking and conducting 
transactions.  
The cell phone came on the market in 1973 but it was not until 1983 that a viable 
system was created. Today our smart phones can make calls, retrieve voicemail, send 
texts, check email, take pictures, shoot videos, and install whatever app that meets your 
need.  
The internet did not really take off until 1990 when it went from being just a national 
system in the United States to the World Wide Web. 

TECHNOLOGY IS READY 
The latest developments of DNA testing, along with voice and face recognition, have 
completed the technology that Satan requires to install the Antichrist. What I thought 
would happen in the distant future – maybe some 200 years later – is actually here now.  
What Jesus told the apostle John can now be implemented once the political stage is 
set. Revelation 13:5-17 

SHOCK TROOPS 
Satan cannot erect his global federation without the United States of America. President 
Trump, the Republican Party and the 63 million Americans against globalism who voted 
for Trump must be removed. It is not enough to elect Joe Biden – who is incidentally is 
showing increasing signs of dementia – they must create chaos to destabilize our 
nation.  
King Solomon knew that a political situation had the ability to accomplish good or 
destruction. Proverbs 25:5; 29:2, 12 
There is no doubt in my mind that the people who agree with the Democratic Party 
agenda are possessed by demons. Political leaders like Chuck Schumer (Jewish), 
Jerrold Nadler (Jewish), and Nancy Pelosi (Roman Catholic) are possessed by powerful 
demonic spirits. I can say this with certainty because these three people and the rest of 
the leadership support the killing of babies through abortion, homosexual rights and 
same sex marriages, and keeping the Bible out of public schools. 
At the end of the Kingdom of Judah, hundreds of thousands of Jewish men and women 
decided to travel to Egypt even though the prophet Jeremiah had told them that God 
opposed their plan. The leadership and the people were demon possessed and told 
Jeremiah they did not care what God said, they were going to do their own thing. 
Jeremiah 44:15-22, 27 
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STATISTICS 
In the 2016 presidential election, 65 million or 52% of Americans voted for Hillary 
Clinton while Trump received 63 million votes or 48%. However, Trump received 304 
Electoral College votes compared to Clinton’s 227. 
Did you know that 11.2 million Americans have died since the 2016 election? Trump 
received a large share of the votes from the older population, which means his voter 
base has shrunk. At the same time, some 12 million new voters will be active in the 
2020 election. These young voters were 14-18 years old in the last election and most of 
them are drawn to socialism. It is going to take a miracle for Trump to pull together a 
majority of the votes in 2020.   

ANTIFA 
A ministry supporter sent me a copy of what purports to be an ANTIFA street manual 
which I have attached as an addendum. When compared to the instructions given to 
communist revolutionaries, it reminded me of what the Illuminati stated in 1776 and 
subsequently carried out in France a few years later. These instructions are also similar 
to the actions of Hitler’s Brownshirts in 1930. 
I don’t know whether this manual is real or fake, but its instructions are being carried out 
today. I believe it was handed out at a street protest and dropped by the recipient. It 
was retrieved by someone opposed to the protests and circulated on the internet. 
Here are the main points: 
 White Privilege 
 Creating a Culture of Tolerance 
 Crashing the borders 
 Control the Media 
 Believe the way we do or you will be fired 
 Socialization of Capital 
 Speeding up the process 
 The New World Order 
 One World Government  

ANTI- DEFAMATION LEAGUE 
The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) is an aggressive international organization 
dedicated to rooting out anti-Semitism and defending Jewish people, including the State 
of Israel. A cursory search on the internet revealed that Wikipedia had a positive view of 
Antifa, but the ADL is closer to the truth. 

“Today’s antifa argue they are the on-the-ground defense against individuals they 
believe are promoting fascism in the United States. However, antifa, who have 
many anti-police anarchists in their ranks, can also target law enforcement with 
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both verbal and physical assaults because they believe the police are providing 
cover for white supremacists. They will sometimes chant against fascism and 
against law enforcement in the same breath. 

While some antifa use their fists, other violent tactics include throwing projectiles, 
including bricks, crowbars, homemade slingshots, metal chains, water bottles, and 
balloons filled with urine and feces. They have deployed noxious gases, pushed 
through police barricades, and attempted to exploit any perceived weakness in law 
enforcement presence. 

Away from rallies, they also engage in “doxxing,” exposing their adversaries’ 
identities, addresses, jobs and other private information. This can lead to their 
opponents being harassed or losing their jobs, among other consequences. 
Members of the alt right and other right wing extremists have responded with their 
own doxxing campaigns, and by perpetuating hateful and violent narratives using 
fake “antifa” social media accounts. 

Because there is no unifying body for antifa, it is impossible to know how many 
“members” are currently active. Different localities have antifa populations of 
different strengths, but antifa are also sometimes willing to travel hundreds of 
miles to oppose a white supremacist event.”1 

WHAT SHOULD CHRISTIANS DO? 
What should Christians do? This is not the time to take up arms and fight these people. 
It is important to remember that anyone who is not born again is a citizen in the kingdom 
of Satan and they are simply doing the bidding of their master. John 8:34-44 
This is a battle that must be fought with spiritual weapons. Ephesians 6:10-12;  
2 Corinthians 10:3-6 
We are not called to kill the people opposing us, rather, we are to win them for Christ. 
Matthew 28:18-20 
Only through the power of the Holy Spirit can we convince people to stand for biblical 
principles and cast their votes for candidates who are willing to uphold the teachings of 
Jesus. 1 Corinthians 2:14-16 

                                                           
1 https://tinyurl.com/ukn8x3q 



 
 
Introduction  
If you are reading this, it’s because someone close to 
our movement trusted you with it. Please do not 
distribute to anyone who may attempt to harm or 
denigrate what we are doing.  

This is an ANTI-FASCIST1 or ANTIFA manual. If you 
are reading this, you already know that we are a social 
justice movement against hatred, intolerance and 
bigotry.  

This manual outlines where we’ve been, where we’re 
at, and where we’re headed within the next 100 years.  

But first, to understand how we got here, we have to 
understand… 

White Privilege  
For hundreds if not thousands of years, the cis white 
male power structure controlled the media and 
disbursement of information. First came the printing 
press [controlled by white males]. Then came mass 
media such as newspapers and television [controlled 
by white males]. But the next evolution of media was 
born in a time when the cis white male2 power 
structure began to lose its firm grip on the 
dissemination of ideas. Some of our kind have begun to 
infiltrate high-level position of power in major media 
organizations.  

And of course. the new king of idea dissemination is 
Social Media. This is the new battleground for our war 
against fascism.  

Whites, especially cis white males, have proven to be 
the greatest evil mankind has ever known. From Hitler 

                                                           
1 Fascism is a form of far-right, authoritarian ultra-
nationalism characterized by dictatorial power, forcible 
suppression of opposition, as well as strong regimentation of 
society and of the economy. 
2 Cisgender (sometimes cissexual, often abbreviated to 
simply cis) is a term for people whose gender identity 
matches their sex assigned at birth. 

to our very own Harry S. Truman (who dropped the 
atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki), to the slave 
traders of old, no one has proven to do more harm to 
mankind than white men.  

From their murderous plundering [e.g. of the Native 
Americans and African slaves], white males have 
achieved status and power in the United States and 
Western Europe. Never indulge any fantasy by the 
fascists that white men have also cured diseases, lifted 
people out of poverty through western 
capitalism/democracy, or any other facetious3 claim 
they may make about such men. Their gains were only 
achieved through rape and plunder.  

Hence, cis white males have inherent privilege in our 
society. This is the basis on which people of color, 
LGBTQ, the disabled, and other groups that need 
protection will level the playing field and form a New 
World Order a.k.a. One World Government. A 
government by protected classes of people, for 
protected classes of people, for the protection and 
betterment of all of humanity.  

Creating a Culture of Tolerance  
To create a culture of tolerance, we must first eliminate 
all forms of hate speech. Every idea critical of our 
movement or our way of thinking must be condemned 
as: racist, homophobic, misogynist4, etc.  

We have the facts and history on our side. When all 
else fails, compare someone to Hitler. Every once in a 
while, one of our minority group friends will become 
disillusioned and speak out as a conservative a.k.a. 
fascist. Belittle them as delusional. They speak against 
their own rational self-interest.  

                                                           
3 Treating serious issues with deliberately inappropriate 
humor; flippant. 
4 A person who dislikes, despises, or is strongly prejudiced 
against women. 
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Our color, my blackness, for example, comes first. It 
defines who I am. Black first, American second. 
Gay/Lesbian first, little person/dwarf second, 
American third, and so on.  

Crashing the Borders  
Most liberals are not ANTIFA (yet), but soon they will 
be. Refugee crises such as those created by the situation 
in Syria are the ideal way to get more people of color 
(PoC) into America. They NEED our help. There are 
pictures of dead babies who have washed ashore onto 
beaches. Use imagery such as this to get support for 
expanding the PoC/minority population in the United 
States.  

Never call any immigrant “illegal,” obviously. They are 
“undocumented.” It doesn’t matter whether they came 
over here to smuggle drugs or if they were brought 
here by their parents at a young age. Migrants from 
Mexico and South America will play a crucial role in 
ANTIFA activities in the next 100 years.  

By 2117, one hundred years from now, our goal is to 
have 70% of the US population be non-white. By then, 
we will hopefully have subverted the power structure 
enough to eventuate our ends.  

Control the Media  
It’s important to gain control of the media through any 
means necessary. In these early stages of this 
movement, it’s important not to alienate any cis white 
males who are on our side. Use white shame and white 
guilt to kowtow men in positions of power into 
following our ideals. Some major media conglomerates 
are swinging to our side, but they have not gone far 
enough.  

Social Media is the new battlefront of ideals. We’ve 
seen what kind of power these outlets yield by kicking 
major fascists off their platform before. This will and 
this must only continue.  

If you are seeking positions of power in the media, be 
sure to obfuscate and hide your true intentions on the 
various social media platforms. Better to remain a 
mystery and wield massive power than blatantly 
shouting your viewpoints from the hilltops. We have 
the objective truth on our side. Always project that.  

Use social media as a baton to slap down anyone who 
holds fascist viewpoints. Call them racist, homophobic, 
misogynistic. Create an echo chamber around you.  

Many of use first leaned about ANTIFA and gained our 
views on college campuses and universities across the 
country. This needs to start earlier. Take up teaching as 
a profession. Educate the youth about the dangers of 
fascism. Befriend those vulnerable students who you 
suspect of having fascist-leaning parents. Teach Little 
Timmy not just how to read good, but also how to 
think and act good.  

Once we firmly have control of Social Media and most 
major media platforms, it’s time to start Operation 
Truth. The way many social media platforms currently 
work is that people are primarily exposed to 
viewpoints they primarily already agree with. This 
creates a kind of echo chamber for that individual. 
However, once we control the flow of information, we 
can slowly start spreading the truth to the fascists who 
reject our ideology. This must be done very carefully. 
Slowly, at first. Begin suggesting a piece of news, 
video, tweet or post that the opposition could 
conceivably believe in. Create new outlets that do not 
come with the baggage of known bias. Convert major 
new media stars into witting or unwitting pawns for 
our cause.  

Believe the Way We Do or You Will Be Fired  
The next crucial step is to threaten the livelihoods of 
anyone who dares to speak out against our agenda. 
They are, after all, fascists who are clearly racist, 
homophobic or misogynistic. You can’t run a company 
with someone like that in your midst. Once we achieve 
this end, we’ll almost be able to taste our victory, yet 
we have so much further to go to achieve our ends. 
Fearing for one’s livelihood is clearly a big 
motivator. Cis white male fascists will begin to hide in 
the shadows. They may lurk online on message boards 
and underground media, but will be afraid to speak up 
using their own voice and name, for fear of being 
labelled a bigot. Many fascist corporate overlords still 
exist and will offer some of these hatemongers a place 
to work. But it’s only a matter of time before our ranks 
infiltrate even the most evil of corporations (who 
tolerate such hate speech from their employees).  
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Phase 2: The Socialization of Capital  
Never reveal our endgame, but the obvious next step 
once we control the media is the socialization of capital. 
This will obviously require major political power. With, 
hopefully, 70% people of color in this nation, we may 
begin to have a chance at these ends.  

Obviously, we start with healthcare. It’s after all, a 
basic human right. Everyone knows someone who died 
of cancer or got sick somehow. Obamacare was better 
than what we had before, but it was built with the 
healthcare lobbyists’ consent. We need single-payer 
and we need it NOW.  

Americans have come to accept that’s OK for them to 
be locked in a cage rather than not pay their taxes. 
Never mind most of the money collected goes to the 
military industrial complex and to engage in 
imperialism abroad. Wars against brown people who 
happen to live above oil-rich lands.  

As people of color, LGBTQ, little people, the disabled, 
Muslims, and other minority classes slowly become the 
majority, we will naturally vote pro-ANTIFA 
politicians into office. It is, after all, only in our best 
interest.  

After healthcare, the next target for socialization will 
obviously be the media. Use one of the government’s 
only tools against big corporations: anti-trust, anti-
monopoly laws - to split the media into worker-owned, 
ANTIFA-controlled entities.  

Currently only the rich and upper middle class get to 
enjoy the benefits of Wall Street and all it has to offer. If 
the workers owned and controlled their own 
businesses, everyone would win (except the big fat cat 
CEOs who would be out of a job).  

We will have to gradually raise the tax rates on both 
the 1% as well as the mid to upper middle class to 
achieve our ends. Raise the minimum wage to a livable 
wage, especially in places like San Francisco, Los 
Angeles and New York. Build homes for the homeless 
and confiscate foreclosed properties from banks to give 
to the homeless. 

After the media, banks and finance will be our next 
target, followed by technology and manufacturing.  

One thing we must be sure of is to never let the white 
man excuse himself of his obligations by taking so-
called “reparations.” That time has surely passed, and 
would give the cis white male power structure an 
excuse to stop caving to our demands. “Oh, we gave 
Jamal $100k in reparations two years ago, we don’t 
need to help him now that he’s a penniless crack addict 
on the street now,” they will surely say.  

Speeding Up Progress  
To achieve these ends, there are some tactics that we 
must use to speed our way towards progress. It’s well-
known that whites in America are not producing as 
many offspring as their counterparts. It’s important to 
make abortions, on demand and without apology, 
overwhelmingly available in predominantly white 
communities. We must lower the bar to access birth 
control in these communities and use media to 
promulgate the image of childless white people as 
being sexy, hip and cool. Meanwhile the fascists on the 
right will continue to attempt to restrict access to 
abortions on demand. Middle class whites tend to have 
the ability to pay, even for out of state travel, to get 
their fetuses aborted. Currently the predominantly 
people of color dominated poor communities have little 
choice but to keep a baby to term. Even if sent into the 
foster system, these children will one day lay the 
groundwork for our eventual New World Order and 
One World Government.  

Phase 3: New World Order  
Imagine a world free of hatred and bigotry. Imagine a 
world where you’ll never have to be called the n-word 
again. Imagine a world where you can be as gay as you 
want, and not be called a r***** d***-s****** “f*****.” 
Where ANTIFA ideas reign supreme and all hateful, 
micro aggressive speech is eradicated.  

One way to accomplish this will be to tag (or 
microchip) every human being on the planet, and they 
will do so voluntarily. Use the guise of entertainment 
and other benefits to lure people to this end. This chip, 
embedded in the hand or neck, will allow ANTIFA-
approved to monitor the citizenry of the world. 
Information accessible (by waving a wand a few feet 
away from the chip) would be DNA content (including 
% of color, genetic disadvantages, etc.), political 
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leanings (scored by past social media posts), earnings, 
known associates, ANTIFA status etc. We must ensure 
that only ANTIFA-approved regulators can access this 
data, lest we veer too far into fascism ourselves. 

Thus, with the wave of a wand, one would be able to 
tell whether that vaguely beige-ish looking person is 
allowed to use the term “nigga.” For example, in rap 
lexicon it is popular to say, “Where my niggas at? I got 
hoes in different area codes.” While clearly 
misogynistic, a person of color has the right to use the 
term “nigga.” ANTIFA regulators will have to 
determine an acceptable percentage threshold of color 
in one’s DNA that makes it acceptable to use the term 
“nigga.” If you are only 17% of African descent, 
perhaps it is not okay to use that term. Clearly if you 
are 1% or less of African descent, it is problematic, 
although some dark Asians can get away with say it 
just because of how dark their skin tone is. However, if 
someone of, say 80% Caucasian descent attempts to use 
the n-word with the “hard r,” they will clearly be in 
violation of hate crime speech. While prison would 
clearly be too harsh of a punishment for such an 
individual, demotion of status, power and income 
would not be out of the question and should be the 
norm.  

The issue of using force to achieve our ends is a tricky 
one. Always shout down fascist opponents. Disrupt 
their speeches, counter-rally their rallies. Force the 
media to show our side as the righteous one that it is. 
When it comes to the issue of terror, we do not condone 
mass murder. However, a tiny majority of people who 
happen to be Muslim have decided to blow themselves 
up for their cause. Clearly this is the result of hundreds 
of years of Western intervention by cis white males on 
their culture. Osama Bin Laden would not have 
attacked the WTC and Pentagon had we not dropped 
atom bombs on Japan in WWII, for example. 
Palestinians are clearly victims and have little to no 
choice than to avenge their relatives’ deaths at the 
hands of the Israeli government. Make no mistake -
 Jews are a protected class of people, but we do not 
condone Israeli aggression against Palestinians.  

Phase 4: One World Government  
Our movement will eventually spread to other nations-
indeed, it has already begun. Some peoples will prove 
excessively resistant to our brand of ANTIFA, such as 
those who were previously burned by Communism or 
failed socialist states. Make no mistake-we will prevail 
where others have failed. Their leaders’ lust for status, 
power and wealth eventually led them to create layers 
of power full of corrupt state officials. ANTIFA have 
the power of the people on our side (or we will, 
eventually) and will not succumb to such a fate.  

It is only natural that the ideologies we espouse spread 
throughout the globe. Starving Africans will finally be 
lifted out of poverty when we redistribute the wealth of 
the Western 1% to them (and to our brothers and sisters 
here at home).  

Container ship after container ship will be converted to 
massive passenger cruise-liners and will ferry poverty-
stricken brown people from around the world to the 
(former) United States and Western Europe. Jobs will 
flower aplenty at all of the world’s worker-owned 
businesses. Those who can’t work will be provided a 
stipend and unlimited supply of opiates, marijuana, 
meth and cocaine to occupy their free time.  

Sound too good to be true?  

It isn’t. This is what we’re fighting for.  

This is what we believe. WE ARE ANTIFA. EITHER 
YOU ARE WITH US, OR YOU ARE A FASCIST.  

[Please do not distribute to cis white males, non-PoC, 
non-LGBTQ, etc. Use common sense.] 
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